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23 ways to create an 
extraordinary life 

As the director of AILA Consulting Limited, a Leadership Training organisation, Founder of “1,000 

Strong – Men Against Family Violence” and blogger on Men’s challenges, through “Nogutpapa”, I 

thought it may be useful for our readers, to summarise some techniques that can empower your life 

and move you toward your goals and ideal life quicker and more sustainably. 

Here are some very quick tips that I have put together on a lazy Saturday afternoon, on some of the 

ways in which I have moved my own life from one of struggle to one of greater empowerment and 

happiness. 

It is important to know that your purpose is out there, waiting for you to find it and you don’t have 

to do anything extraordinary to achieve it. All you need to do is follow some simple but logical, 

timeless and universal principles and take one step at a time. 

I have not created these principles, rather, I have described them just for you, in a manner that I 

have been able to understand and apply them in my life personally, as an entrepreneur, as a writer 

and speaker and in my Leadership training courses. 

I don’t know which of the following methods, actions, steps (or whatever you wish to call it) is more 

powerful, as we all will adopt them differently and some will resonate more than others. Feel free to 

incorporate one, some or all of them as you see fit in your own life, relationships and work. 

Tips for personal transformation: 

1. Meditation – learning meditation from a good practitioner has helped me to still my mind 

and my emotions so I don’t crave for the external substances that once gripped my life. A 

still mind is at reach for all of us and you can achieve this simply through the breathing 

techniques and focus that meditation encourages. It is not scary like many Papua New 

Guinean’s think. Importantly, anybody can learn this including children, I do it with my 3 

children regularly. 

 

2. Adopt a learner’s attitude – I ensure that I do not think I know everything. It makes me seek 

knowledge constantly and I find myself, unlike my younger party days, seeking and thriving 

knowledge, books, online resources and intelligent people constantly. I have realised that 

knowledge is powerful and is readily available through libraries, newspapers, community 

programs, internet (look for good pages), books, magazines and much more. 
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3. Accept – accept everything that you cannot control, but learn the lesson from it. Every time 

you challenge something or do not accept it then you will be emotionally draining yourself. 

Every thought, every fear, every time you wish to cry, every action you have committed in 

the past – just accept it and understand you have been doing your best at all times and 

cannot be judged. Understanding acceptance has been transformational for me. 

 

4. Take ACTION – this is imperative. If you want something you have simply got to go and get it 

or do it as nobody else will do it for you. This principle is also timeless and universal and 

whether you call it “you reap what you sow” or “cause and effect”, or “karma”, it is all the 

same. Nothing and I mean NOTHING comes to those who sit on their backsides. Take 

ACTION every day and as you get more confident, take even more action and even BIGGER 

action. This is a great self-esteem builder – do what you fear most and your self-esteem will 

grow exponentially. 

 

5. Say Thank You (Be grateful) – being thankful, being grateful, saying “thank you” is an instant 

dose of love. You see, nobody can experience two thoughts or two emotions at the same 

time – it is either one or the other. So even if you are feeling down and like your world is 

collapsing, if you look for one thing you are thankful for and say “thank you” the feeling will 

hit your body and transform you. Try it right now wherever you are – give thanks for 

something in your life. It may be the friend whom you have sitting next to you right now, the 

plate you are eating from because there is only one in the whole house, or the large catch 

that the fishermen brought in this morning. Whatever it is, just say “thank you” and see for 

yourself how good it feels. Watch out, love is addictive – you might like being grateful  

 

6. Let go – stop trying to control the world, other people, outcomes and everything else. 

People don’t find you attractive at all so stop stressing. Stop even trying to control your 

eating, your dieting, your thinking, your emotions, others emotions, your wife, your children, 

blah blah blah. Just STOP! That’s right, when you let go of your need to be right, need to be 

important and everything else you “think” you need, and simply allow yourself to be you and 

do what you truly want, the world becomes a better place and your motivation starts 

stemming from love instead of a place of fear. Let it all go now and know that you are 

ALREADY loved, belong and are enough. You will become even more attractive in others 

eyes but that’s not what you need as you already have a genuine and kind love of yourself. 

 

7. Personal responsibility – whilst it’s important to let go, know that if you want to live the life 

of your dreams or move past your violent ways (or other destructive behaviour), it is up to 

you. If you are overweight then “let go” of the need to have a certain image and let go of 

their opinions, but it’s up to you to get the work done so take responsibility today! It’s up to 

you, not me, not God, not some kind of magical force out there. If you want your 

relationship to change or for yourself to become happy then go and do something about it. 

This is like action – it’s up to you! 
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8. Do something new every day – if you do one thing that is different and new for every day of 

the year you will have done 365 new things (in a normal year). But most people stay home 

and do the same thing, day in and day out but expect God or a miracle to happen. Just do 

one thing that is new. Say hello to the person next to you on the PMV. Say thank you to the 

rude Big Rooster cash register operator. Tell the Highlands guy (that everybody is scared of 

and judges) that you like the way he is passionate and you are grateful to know him. Spend 5 

extra minutes a day looking into your son’s eyes and face. Make that call you keep putting 

off. Express your feelings. Approach that person you want to approach and say hi to. Commit 

to yourself at 100%. Whatever it is – “just do it”. 

 

9. Daily Journal – writing in a daily journal has helped me to understand my own thoughts, 

fears and behaviours and provide clarity for myself. You see, you are your own best 

counsellor, coach, guide and friend. That is how God made it – we just need to look within. 

Writing down is not only therapeutic but it assists us to gain supreme clarity of our own 

behaviours and thinking. Any kind of journal is great and a “journal of thanks” is even better 

– one where you write down only what you were grateful for every day. 

 

10. Speak – the old adage or biblical saying rings true here, “ask and you shall receive”. Put 

simply, if you don’t ask for it or say anything, nobody will ever know. End of story! 

 

11. Just say YES – stop waiting for the right time or place or moment. Don’t be like EVERYBODY 

in PNG who says “I have this great business plan Eddie, you and me are going to make it big 

and you must help me”. When I ask them what is stopping them, they always say, without a 

doubt, “I just have to wait for this or that or the time to be right or God to come down or a 

miracle to happen, or the stars are not aligned”. I already got a few grey hairs. Imagine if I 

waited for them and the “right” time. There is no past and no future. When you understand 

this you will understand that the time is NOW, so just say “YES” and take action. God 

delivers the rest, trust me. 

 

12. Write down your goals – goals create clarity and give you a target to aim for. This is simple. 

If you haven’t achieved anything to date I would bet my whole life on the fact that you have 

never written a goal down that you believed in and were committed to at 100%. 

 

13. Lose the secondary gains – quit the safety game and staying in your comfort zone. When 

you stop running to substances, choosing overweight, choosing to cheat, choosing to lie, 

choosing to justify and all the things that give you an instant hit of pleasure (but lifetime of 

misery) then you will achieve. Let go of procrastination, the need to be right and everything 

else as all it gets you to feel is SAFE, but that is where it ends – you get nothing from being 

safe. 

 

14. Feel the FEAR and do it anyway – understand that “every” time you step out of your 

comfort zone you will fear. It will come in less than a second and will try to throw you off 

course. The more you know about fear (especially your own), the more you accept it, the 
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more you understand why and where it comes from for you, then the more you will conquer 

it! So if you feel scared about doing something great, accept the fear and just do it anyway. 

Again, watch your self-esteem AMPLIFY after this. (“Feel the fear and do it anyway” is a must 

read by Susan Jeffers for anybody wanting to break all their fears). 

 

15. Change your friends – surround yourself with friends with a genuinely healthy self-esteem. 

Friends influence your thinking, language, habits and your whole life. You’ve already heard 

the stories like Michael Jordan who just kept trying and trying despite numerous failures 

until he became successful as the world’s best basketballer – if you hang with the best, you 

become the best. So if you want to move past violence or other negative behaviours, hang 

around somebody who is doing it right, who is kind, who is strong emotionally. Model their 

behaviour. 

 

16. Affirmations – I used affirmations when I first got on this path. My life was so negative that I 

didn’t believe I was good enough. I read somewhere, exactly what I am telling you know and 

whilst I didn’t believe it at first, I was desperate to stop feeling so low, so I tried it. I put post 

it notes all around my house, on my fridge, on my mirror, in my car. On every one of them 

was an affirmation that I would read out and were even as simple as, “I am good enough” or 

“I am a whole person who is beautiful and is always doing the best I can” or as silly or funny 

as “I am the man”. I began to feel it after a while – it really does work and I’m an example of 

it. You see, your brain hears everything your mind says and everything you say out aloud, so 

it hears you constantly saying negative things about yourself. So, the more you say great 

stuff about you, the more it will respond and believe it. Try this for at least 30 days and see 

what happens – you must read them in the morning, at lunch, at dinner, before you sleep 

and every single moment you can. 

 

17. Redesign your life – get clear on your life,  what you want and who you want to become. 

After you have set your goals, write down what outcomes, actions and behaviour will assist 

you to achieve these goals. Develop rituals and new habits that are aligned to you reaching 

your new goals. When you step back and think about it, you are probably on auto pilot – 

that is, every day you argue with your partner at a set time, every day week you do a certain 

thing with certain people in the same manner etc. If you want to achieve your goals you 

need to completely redesign your life to suit your goals and adopt new habits, making them 

ritual, for an easier path toward your dream life. 

 

18. Time Management – the more you step on to this empowered path the more you will 

realise that time is precious and you are wasting a lot if it on unnecessary things, with 

negative friends and so forth. In fact you realise that you want to achieve more and more 

and time is limited. You realise that good family, good friends, good business associates, a 

relationship with God, adventure, excitement and a healthy lifestyle are some of the things 

that you really want and time is limited. Nothing is impossible however, but in order to 

achieve all you desire, you must manage your time efficiently, learn techniques to improve 
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meetings, improve personal productivity, get a diary, manage your diary, and manage your 

time on Facebook and other areas that can drain your life..simply, get organised! 

 

19. Smile and stand up – a lot of people are hunched, their shoulders sag and they walk past 

you with their heads down, eyes looking away from you in dread and they are certainly not 

smiling. As we know however, the mind hears everything and also feels it – so if you are 

saying something negative, or your POSTURE is negative then your mind will hear it. 

UNDERSTAND THIS POINT RIGHT NOW! If you want to feel better about yourself, start by 

standing up tall, pulling your shoulders back, sticking your chest out, looking up, speaking 

loud and confident, looking into everybody eyes when you speak, walking in the middle of 

the corridor (instead of on the side so nobody sees you) and simply knowing you are 

worthy….and don’t forget to smile! Even if you do not say a single word, you feel good about 

yourself. Try it right now if you want. 

 

20. Always look forward – this is another way of saying FOCUS. Most of us are focused on 

yesterday, last month, last year, 10 years ago that we forget that TODAY is our power. I 

don’t think I have seen any Olympic, Commonwealth or South Pacific sprinter..or even a 

sprinter at our PNG Grass Roots Games run looking backwards. In fact I know I haven’t and I 

know you haven’t either. It is illogical, does not work and you wouldn’t even try physically 

walking looking backwards every day. So stop living your life that way (mentally that is)! 

Look up, look forward and take action right now. 

 

21. Eat healthy, drink healthy, think healthy, behave healthy – this simple. When you fully 

accept yourself, you accept that you have a unique purpose and that God has given you this 

vehicle – your body. Most of us are ungrateful, especially if you are anything like me in the 

past. Most of us think we can drink alcohol, smoke or eat whatever we want, when we want 

and it will be fine. You and I know the truth, I won’t state it now because you’re already 

considering it. True self-acceptance is knowing that your body is a temple and you must care 

for it, nourish it well through healthy food and drink and healthy thinking. If you abuse your 

body through consuming illicit substances, giving yourself to others sexually in a careless 

manner, negative thinking, words and actions, being lazy, eating unhealthy then your body 

and mind will break down and you will not achieve your goals. It’s pretty simple really - 

another example of cause and effect. 

 

22. Seek to understand first: Listen with love – most people want to interrupt and speak about 

“me” first. They aren’t really listening and you notice it because they interrupt you or their 

eyes are gazing at something else. This demonstrates low self-esteem and for the speaker or 

person telling the story, it can be deemed outright rude or ignorant. So take time to 

understand and really, really listen to others first, they will appreciate you and you will be 

able to engage and communicate more deeply. Here’s a quick tip, if you keep absolutely 

quiet and listen, they will realise that they are speaking so much that they will eventually 

guide themselves to more listening as nobody likes to speak to themselves. The simple rule 

is, if you give love and understanding, you get it back. 
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23. Give – this is another timeless and universal principle that is so powerful and related to the 

above principle. When you give unconditionally the heart feels warm and full of love. It 

transcends every negative emotion and you can feel good in an instant. Where most people 

get undone here is, they give conditionally. A lot of you will tell your story to me and say, 

“Eddie, I give to these people and I do this and I do that and this and that and…but…I get 

nothing back and it leaves me frustrated, lonely, angry. Why don’t they think of me?”.  

 

If you are one of those people then you are giving conditionally and without love and you 

are seriously kidding yourself if you are not. So “give” without needing or wanting anything 

back, EVER! If you cannot give because you cannot (i.e. your circumstances don’t allow it), 

simply say NO – it’s your absolute right to say NO also. 

 

“Giving” or “serving” always comes back, period! Don’t need anything back, just give extra 

value and extra service and love – the universe is listening and providing your intention is 

good, it will give back to you tenfold. 

How clear and easy are the above tips?  

I hope you have enjoyed “23 ways to create an extraordinary life”. If I could pinpoint one of the 

above principles that I find the most effective it would be - ACTION. I know deep within me that if I 

don’t take action in my life then it will not change and that is what I remember every day in order to 

keep manifesting positive change in my life. 

For your enjoyment, AILA Consulting Limited, “1,000 Strong – Men Against Family Violence” (ACL’s 

community service group) and Nogutpapa will be adding free resources throughout the year for you 

to utilise toward achieving your dream life. It is literally possible and I encourage all of you to take 

action and see what happens instead of just believe me.  

If you require our services to transform your life, your team, your organisation, or simply to speak 

with myself, then feel free to contact me today at info@ailaconsultingpng.com or see us at: 

www.ailaconsultingpng.com (ENQUIRE about our Leadership & Coaching services here) 

www.facebook.com/ailaconsultingpng (LIKE us here to learn more about ACL’s offers)  

www.nogutpapa.com (LIKE and FOLLOW us if you want personal transformation here)  

www.facebook.com/groups/1000Strongpng (JOIN our fight against Family Violence us here) 

In the meantime, from me and my various teams, keep empowering yourself and leading your 

families with your hearts and not your hands. 

 

Warmest regards, 

Eddie Aila 

ACL Director 

Life & Business Leadership Coach, Motivational Speaker, “1000 Strong – MAFV Founder” 
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